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Creative Group was to design the corporate office for Suguna Group, a company included amongst the top ten poultry estab-
lishments worldwide. The architect’s simple Endeavour was to present to its client a building, which is a stark representation 
of  the steady and staggering growth of  the company. With the ease of  clear facile strokes, the architect shaped an iconic 
building reasoning the true identity of  the company. The inclined straight lines profiling the building project the group’s con-
tinuous rise, as the undisputable leader.

The designer articulated the building facade, depicting with ease and clarity the very purpose and thoughtfulness of  the com-
pany ideology and its work culture. Wrapped in a transparent sheath, where the glass on one end demonstrates calmness 
and fluent functioning of  the organization, the turbulent intersecting lines on the other hand stimulate the enthusiastic zeal of  
the organization. The innovative building façade not only manages to convey a promising faith to the people but also, creates 
a link between the interior and exterior environment. Classified by a dominant North entry, the architects marked the office 
chamber with an inviting yet imposing admission into the building.
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The architects have designed to maximize the commercial floor plate of  the project. The building stretches longitu-
dinally towards the East resulting in increased floor space, and achieves maximum floor space at the third floor level 
creating two distinct large offices. The spacious and efficient planning thus resulted in each office having an indi-
vidual reception lobby, conference room, cabins for executives, staff  and general work stations along with a record 
room and pantry. The food court on the fourth floor has an open terrace and panoramic view of  the city skyline hud-
dles together the working class to a fine dining experience, with food kiosks serving different cuisines.

This seven floor high rise has multiple receding green terraces with solar roof  panels to curb down the thermal gain 
and generate electricity. Intelligent building features such as automated glazing system, climate-control HVAC with 
occupancy sensors, BMS, Sewage & Water treatment plant, etc are the other highlights of  this project.

ACHIEVING 
SUSTAINABILITY 

With the client’s strong belief  in Vastu, the office rises in 
form from the North-East to the South-West, signifying the 
seat of  power for the office. The building is designed to 
incorporate two separate commercial floor plates on the 
East and the West face of  the site, integrated by a com-
mon entrance lobby, each having its individual service 
core. The separate double height entrance for the Eastern 
commercial block ensures independent functioning of  the 
building, making it ideal for renting it out as one big com-
mercial entity. 

The zoning guidelines for the office complex are superim-
posed with the vastu doctrine; a water body accentuates 
the site entry on the North-East corner. While the services 
and the STP are stationed are stationed in the North-West 
corner, the South-East corner is governed by the electri-
cal sub-station and power room. The Eastern zone of  the 
plot is abundantly landscaped with exotic plants and foun-
tains absorbing the harshness of  the sun.
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